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Installation
Instructions

We recommend the optional
3P Filter Collector Universal
to fill this water butt.

Where the water butt cannot be
located within 30 cm of the
down pipe, longer Universal
Long Link Kits are available
online (Art. No. 9000123U, U2,
to U5).

You may also use other
UK diverters. Refer to the
instructions for your
diverter.

6. Fitting the 3P Filter
Collector

Push the green spiral
hose on to the hosetail
and secure with jubilee
clip provided.

Fit the other end on to the
smallest Filter Collector
outlet.

Locking the Lid

Rotate lid to lock and
ensure child-safe.

If in any doubt during installation,
please consult a professional
tradesman.

Filter Collector Universal: Art. No: 2000840U
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Setting Up

Site the water butt on a firm level surface, adjacent to
your down-pipe.

Refer to your down-pipe diverter instructions.

You can choose whether to fit the tap supplied, or not.

1. Marking Out

Measure down 70 mm from the lip of the water butt. This should
be at a point well away from either of the two bayonet lid locking
positions.

This position is ideal for all connections at 32 mm (DN32 , 1 1/4“)
or less.

2.1 Hole Cutter Selection - 32 mm

To fill the water butt with the recommended 3P Filter Collector
Universal, select the 32 mm flat bit from the set provided.

2.2 Other Diverters & Connectors

Refer to your diverter’s instructions for the correct sized hole to
form. You may be able to use the flat bit supplied by 3P. Check
your own diverter’s instructions before proceeding.

3. Drilling

Offer the drill to the marked point, proceed to drill the hole at 32
mm (or at your selected holes size for your connection set).
Check and re-check you are going to drill the correct size of hole
for the connection set that you are using.

Attaching an optional 3P Filter Collector Universal

Fitting the tap (optional)

4. Attaching a Back-Nut & Hose Tail

A back nut and rubber seal can be fitted as shown. Hold the
back-nut and rubber seal in position and screw in the hosetail

5. Hosetail in Position

This picture shows a 1“ BSP thread - 32 mm hosetail in position
(within a 32 mm drilled hole).

1. Locate Tap-point (Optional)

You do not have to install a tap. The Tuscan can be used
by plunging a watering can into the water. To find the tap
point: locate a flat, circular area on the side of the water-
butt, around 300 mm from the bottom.

2. Hole cutter selection - 28 mm

Select the 28 mm flat bit from the set. This is the smallest
available in the set. Please double check before drilling.

3. Drilling

Offer the drill to the centre of the tap point, mark if
necessary. Carefully proceed to drill the hole with the 28
mm flat bit.

4. Attach tap and back-nut

Push the tap through the hole and screw the back-nut on
tightly, this will form a watertight seal.
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